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Message from NMC ProVita Management
On behalf of all of NMC ProVita Management we would like to extend our
warm congratulations to all of our staff on the tenth anniversary of the very
first Long Term Care Facility in the UAE.
The last decade has given us much to be proud of. Our expansion and
growth, our accreditations and awards, our ability to pull together as a team
in good times and times which were challenging, the success of our patients
and difference we have made to their lives, our continued status as leaders in
post-acute care. But most of all we are proud of YOU. Of every single one of
our staff members, whom without nothing would be possible, we thank you.
Wishing another great decade ahead and many more to come.
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“Welcome to our first edition in this year 2021
It gives me great pleasure to start this year with a very unique and important memory, the tenth anniversary of ProVita
I am so proud to be an employee of ProVita. The achievements made during the last ten years have been extraordinary. We started off by being
the first facility in the whole country to dedicate services to looking after patients who needed Long Term Care and thus improving the quality
of life of hundreds of patients. Since then we are now leaders in post-acute rehabilitation and manage one of the most successful home health
companies. All this and still managing to achieve JCIA and CARF accreditation!
With all my heart I am celebrating the tenth anniversary of ProVita, and I look forward with hope and passion to join the celebration of the
twentieth anniversary of this amazing company.”

Lama Al Airidi

Senior Marketing Manger

Monthly Spot Light

My name is Mousa Alhaj,
I have been working in ProVita for more than 10 years, currently as an Admission Manager.
ProVita are the pioneers in long term care services. I joined ProVita at the very beginning and helped in the
setting up of the first long term care facility in Abu Dhabi, UAE, with international standards, then went onto help
the development and set up of numerous branches after that.
I managed to progress from starting as a Registered Nurse to the Shift in charge, to Charge nurse and then was
given a new opportunity to progress further to the business development department of ProVita.
Here, I have helped to expand Provita in new locations in Dubai and the Northern Emirates.
The creative vision of ProVita and the effort that has been made to achieve International standards and the
outcomes has been an amazing experience. I have saw first-hand on how patients have improved after receiving
our services and the impact to their quality of their life. It positively make me hold my head high with pride to
work here and gives me the energy and motivation to continue and progress.
Due to the nature of my work, I have been exposed to many medical facilities work environments, I feel the
difference in work culture in ProVita. It has always been positive and very supportive with a no blame culture. In
addition it has always been very diverse and I have enjoyed learning a lot about other colleagues, countries,
languages and cultures. I am so happy to be celebrating 10 year with ProVita. Thank you

Discover ProVita Employees
My name in Dinoop Divakaran
and work here in ProVita as the Senior Finance Manager.
I’ve been working here in Provita since Aug 2014 and have been residing in the UAE since birth. Like many of you I too have couple of
hobbies like playing chess, working out and playing the guitar that I actively follow.
Playing the guitar is something which I started earlier on in my life, somewhere back in high school where I wanted to impress someone
at school. I saved up my pocket money and went ahead and bought a Yamaha F-310 guitar for myself and taught myself how to play the
guitar watching tutorial videos that were widely available on YouTube. I was so passionate about playing the guitar that I practiced it
every day and I totally forgot the reason why I started in the first place. By the time I entered grade 10th, thereon I had to shift my focus
on my studies and then followed by my higher education finding a job progressing with my career and got busy with life, I did try find
sometime to practice the guitar now and then but my priorities had changed then.
Fast-forward, to today, I continue to actively follow my hobbies and now I just sing and play lullabies and nursery rhymes for my 2 year
old daughter which she enjoys.
For those of you who are interest to start playing the guitar, I suggest that you seek a professional tutor first and get the basic
foundations right. Have a lot of patience and don’t mind those sore fingers at the beginning. Eventually the pain will subside once you
build up calluses with all that practice you do.

All the best on your journey to becoming a Rock Star
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Congratulations

to all of our new ProVita Mummies and Daddies!
Looks like we had a ProVita Baby Boom! Cuteness overload!
We wish you and your families every happiness for the future.
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EVENTS

At NMC ProVita, We celebrate our patient’s every special moment of their life’s, we make fun and entertainment to make our patient’s day charming and happy.
Check out some moments of Aysha's birthday celebration at NMC ProVita.

Our beautiful patient Bashayer celebrated her birthday in style this week in our main campus in Abu
Dhabi. She was delighted to have her family and favorite nurses help cut her cake and ensure she had a
day to remember. Happy Birthday Bashayer!

NMC ProVita, Executive Director of Nursing, Quality & Education, Jenny Sinclair led the charge on the fight
against Covid-19 when she received her vaccine. Thank you Jenny and to all of our staff for continuing to
set the best example in keeping our patients, our staff and our communities safe. Jenny noted that the
only side effect she experienced was ‘hope and optimism’

10th Anniversary Competition
As our photo competition has been very popular we have decided to extend last month’s competition until Feb 12th 2021. We will now have two winners
who will each win 250 AED.
So still time for you to get your photos in on time by emailing “lama.alaridi@provita-me.com”

Exciting! Good luck!

Quote of the Month
Train people well enough so they can leave,
Treat them well enough so they don’t want to
Richard Branson
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